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CREATING A COLLABORATIVE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT CULTURE
By DR. MOHAMMED ABBAS, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, BAHRAIN

Generally speaking, the bottom line for the different activities
that take place among teachers, whether inside schools or out-
side them, should be geared towards providing students with
different kinds of opportunities to maximize their learning. In
order to help our students receive the best instructions, and to
benefit from their schooling, teachers ought to act as role mod-
els for them in areas of cooperation, strengths and commit-
ments.

This article sheds light on the importance of creating a collabora-
tive English department culture. It first defines both the school
and English department culture, and then discusses the differ-
ent aspects of the English department culture, namely the Why?
and the How? Finally, it reports the results of a small study ofthe
English department culture in Bahraini-run, government secon-
dary schools.

Halsall (1997) defined school culture as the set of assumptions,
beliefs and values that predominate in a school, and which oper-
ate in an unconscious or semi-unconscious way. The main char-
acteristics of effective school collaborative cultures are:

• Teachers working with and for each other on a range of
tasks such as curriculum planning and design, resources
preparation, action research, paired teaching and the obser-
vation of each others' teaching and mentoring. A coopera-
tive set of relationships is operating rather than an individu-
alistic or competitive set.

• Voluntarism: Collaboration arising from teachers' views
regarding its value to themselves and to the students.

• A collective commitment to the school's vision, values, pur-
poses and development priorities.

According to Halsall (1997) school collaborative cultures do not
simply emerge from nowhere. They are the products of shared
goals, pursuit of a common vision and a shared sense of direc-
tion. The second characteristic is collegiality: a mutual assis-
tance, joint work and sharing; the sense that "We're all working
on it together." The following points contribute to the develop-
ment and maintenance of a collaborative culture, or are more
likely to arise out of it.

• A belief that everyone can and should make a difference to
students' progress, development and achievements and
that, "It's the responsibility of us all."

• A belief in the notion that improvement is always possible,
that it is a continuous process and an always shifting end.

• A belief that teachers are learners and that maximization of

student learning is dependent on this.

• A belief that everyone, both teachers and students, has
something to offer and, consequently, deserves a sense of
mutual respect.

• Openness: a willingness and ability to speak one's mind and
to listen to others with a view to being constructively critical
and possessing a readiness to handle disagreements.

• A willingness to take risks, to try something different in the
knowledge that if it does not quite work out, there will be an
acknOWledgement of the intent and of the effort made, and
an absence of unconstructive criticism.

• A readiness to celebrate peoples' efforts and successes,
both those of teachers and students, manifested in such
things as verbal and written praise and the celebration of
(student) achievement evenings.

For the sake of hav-
ing a shared under-
standing, it seems
appropriate to de-
velop an operational
definition of a de-
partment culture.
Effective department
culture can be de-
fined as the kind of
culture where staff
members are psy-
chologically comfort-
able and profession-
ally supportive. A
place where teach-
ers have the tools
and the professional
support they need
and where they have
opportunities to
collaborate and
learn from each
other.

"No man is an island, ... "
John Donne (1573-1631) The above definition

emphasizes a num-
ber of fundamental
interrelated aspects,

which contribute to effective department culture. However, as
department culture is a vast area to cover here, I shall only deal
with one aspect of it, which is the collaboration and learning from
each other.

Let us examine the famous passage by John Donne (1573-1631):
"No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the



continent, a part of the main ... " The above quotation em-
phasizes the need for the whole of humanity to unite regard-
less of their differences, as they have many things in common,
and perhaps are heading for the same destiny. It is true that
no teacher is an island to himself. The truth of the matter re-
mains that although teachers share the same department,
teach the same sUbject and have to adhere to the same cur-
riculum, in practice the teaching profession is looked at as a
lonely profession. Teachers are reluctant to share their suc-
cess or failure with colleagues (Wallace, 1998). I would
strongly argue that teachers can. break down this professional
isolation through conscious and purposeful collaboration.

Undoubtedly, effective collaboration is a fundamental element
of good teaching. The ability to collaborate effectively with
other teachers is not only vital when launching a new project
or activity, but it should be an ongoing practice. As Guskey
(2001, p. 19) explains:

Teachers need to be critical observers of all the different phe-
nomena that they encounter. They need to be continuously
engaged in experimenting with new ideas and techniques,
which they have acquired from different sources, including
their colleagues. In fact, fellow teachers represent a wealth of
information and invaluable teaching experience. The ability to
tap these valuable resources through cooperative interaction
is a key factor in developing and refining one's teaching skills.
In fact, it is often more productive to negotiate meaning and to
develop ideas with others than alone. Interaction can take
many forms, other than passing comments during the weekly
staff meetings.

How?
There are a number of ways that teachers can work collabora-
tively. For convenience sake, some of these are highlighted.
Among them is having a collaborative and supportive atmos-
phere, in which teachers' efforts are recognized and further
enhanced.
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in the Kingdom of Bahrain's secondary schools allows English teach-
ers to develop their own effective department culture. Here the sen-
ior teacher plays a vital role in creating a healthy and cooperative
department culture. This certainly requires putting into practice a
number of leadership skills, such as identifying the potential
strengths of each member of the staff, as a range of abilities which
complement each other can be found within each department.
Moreover, being able to negotiate and collectively implement the
annual department plans, which should include the aims of the in-
tended activities and programmers, implementation procedures,
evaluation techniques, assigning of responsibilities for various
tasks, continuously sharing feedback to overcome problems and
change directions, and making decisions.

In order to reach a common agreement concerning the implementa-
tion of an ambitious, but realistic and achievable plan, a genuine
discussion and a real melding of ideas should take place. Some-
times this collaborative process requires the senior teacher to step
forward as a leader. Other times it means building a consensus with
the ideas of others; thist means coming together to create a whole
that is greater than the sum of its parts. This requires honest discus-
sion, willingness to respect a variety of ideas and ways of thinking
and the ability to bring diverse, fresh and original ideas to light.

It is important that each teacher has the opportunity to reflect and
experience the sense of being worthwhile through the role(s) he/she
has chosen. Furthermore, teachers need to be supported by

... success in accomplishing certain projects is the
success of the whole team; therefore, team spirit has
to emerge.

different means to succeed in their endeavors. This requires the
senior teacher to make him/herself approachable to new and differ-
ent ideas. It is inevitable that some teachers might be more coop-
erative and give more of their time and effort. However, it is also
equally important that everybody sees that success in accomplish-
ing certain projects is the success of the whole team; therefore,
team spirit has to emerge. As a result, the other factor mentioned in
the definition of the effective department culture would indirectly be
addressed, namely being psychologically comfortable.

In fact, the magic key for transforming non-cooperative members of
the staff is by making them see their own potentials through the
creation of proper dialogues, adaptation of their creative ideas, and/
or by delegating certain responsibilities to them. It is true that when
people feel that they are involved and have a voice in matters that
affect them, they have a greater commitment, and will definitely do
their best to make it work and to achieve the objectives. For the
sake of improving the weekly meeting of the English department,
the author has used the SWOT analysis model and found it very
effective (Refer to Appendix A).

The first stage of sharing between colleagues is during the lesson
planning when teachers decide on the objectives and the teaching
activities; they explore the different options on how best to teach the
objectives achieved; even what appear to be impossible tasks can
be, thus, tackled with confidence.



Informal discussions with a trusted colleague contributes a lot to
her/his development as well as boosts morale. The teacher may
share negative or positive information. The teacher may wish to find
the best way to present a lesson, or a solution to a problem. Sharing
problems, solutions to problems and successes is professionally
rewarding.

Peer observation is considered one of the most powerful types of
professional development. Feedback from a colleague is a method
for discussing teaching techniques and improving teaching exper-
tise. A colleague can help an instructor think of new approaches to
teaching. Observing innovative teaching techniques implemented by
a colleague helps a teacher understand how to introduce them into
the lesson effectively. The different perspective of a colleague en-
ables the instructor to imagine what the students see during the
class such as were the instructions clear or was the white board
used effectively. This collegial activity provides a very rich and stimu-
lating discussion and on-going dialogues between the colleagues
involved.

A teacher begins an action research project by collecting data and
analyzing his/her classroom practice. The instructor next forms hy-
potheses, implements them, and then tests them. Finally, the re-
searcher publishes the results to benefit the educational commu-
nity. Action research links professional development and evaluation.
Figure 1 below details the action research process.

Action research is best carried out by teachers in pairs or small
teams. Most teachers have similar concerns and encounter similar
problems. The author conducted an action research project more
than a decade and a half ago, even though he did not realize that it
was an action research project. He found the process very fruitful.

1. Identify an issue & develop a research ques-
tion.

2. Learning more about the issue ... reading
the literature.

3. Developing a strategy for the study.
4. Gathering & analyzing the data.
5. Taking action & sharing the findings.

English department culture in government-run secondary schools in

Bahrain. The data was gathered via a semi-structured questionnaire
developed by the author. The content validity of the questionnaire
was ascertained by Mr. Mark Almond, TESOL Lecturer at the Canter-
bury Christ Church University, England, U.K. (Refer to Appendix B).
The respondents were English language secondary school teachers:
37 from 11 boys' schools and 34 from 12 girls' schools. Participants
responded to 14 items.

First, the respondents were asked to state whether they had their
own English teachers' room or shared a room with teachers of other
subjects. The majority of both groups (76.5% of the male and 86.4%
of the female instructors) reported in the affirmative. This response
is encouraging because when English teachers have their own room,
they can work collaboratively, share lesson plans and debate pro-
jects.

An annual work plan or departmental goals gives direction to an
English department. When asked, the overwhelming majority of the
two groups (100% of the males and 94.1% of the females) stated
that they had their own working plan. This healthy practice identifies
the teachers who are carrying out the tasks and establishes time-
lines for each task and goal.

Third, the respondents were asked who contributed to setting the
goals of their English department; whether the senior teacher solely,
the school administration, or the entire English staff. Again, the ma-
jority of both the male (81.0%) and the female (79.4%) instructors
explained that the entire English staff contributed to determining the
annual departmental goals. Only 8.1% of the male and 20.5% of the
female stated that the goals are determined solely by the senior
teachers; the fact that these respondents come from the same
schools indicates that the practice is limited to a few institutions.
(The remaining results were insignificant.) It is most important that
the entire English staff share in setting the departmental goals since
they are the ones who are entrusted with their implementation. Usu-
ally instructors become committed to those matters they contribute
to. The successful execution of the plans means that their input has
been of value; they will be encouraged by this success to make fur-
ther contributions.

Fourth, the majority of both groups (89% of the male and 94.20% of
the female teachers) claimed that roles in contributing towards de-
partment goals are divided among staff members. This is very im-
portant since teachers naturally feel more valued if they are as-
signed to carry out worthwhile tasks. However, 10.8% of male and
2.9% of the female teachers indicated that only certain teachers are
assigned certain roles, a chosen few. Perhaps senior teachers are
biased in favor of (or against) certain teachers; or it might mean that
those teachers who reported this are not really satisfied with the
kind of responsibilities assigned to them.

In department meetings the usual practice is to discuss different
aspects related to the implementation of department goals and
annual goals. The frequency of staff meetings is, therefore, quite
significant. In item five, the majority of the male (70.2%) and female
(73.5%) teachers claimed that meetings were held weekly. Only
19.8% of the male and 20.5% of the female teachers respectively
indicated that they usually have their department meetings every
fortnight. The rest of the respondents indicated that they only have
department meetings whenever they feel there is a definite need.



In item six, the vast majority of the respondents (78.3% of the male
and 85.2% of the female) stated that their senior teachers alone
usually set the agenda. However, only 16.2% of the male and 5.8%
of the female teachers indicated that all contribute. This indicated
a top-down way of conducting the meeting. This dominating way of
setting the agenda is not conducive to fostering enthusiasm in the
discussion or the implementation of activities on the part of the
staff since they were not involved in the initiation of the agenda.

Seventh, the overwhelming majority of the respondents (100% of
the males and 94.1% of the females) reported that their English

department meetings were effective. The participants stated that
the meetings usually have concrete outcomes such as discussion
of teaching methods or assessment. Perhaps this result might
seem to contradict the previous questions about who usually sets
the agenda. But respondents might see the two issues from en-
tirely different angles. The reasons given for the effectiveness of
the department meetings make this clear. Also, it is perhaps possi-
ble that teachers are culturally accustomed to a top-down ap-
proach on the part of their superiors.

In response to item eight, about half of the participants (54% of the
male and 50% of the female) indicated that both administrative
and technical issues were discussed in their department meetings.
This is quite crucial as guidelines state that the major portion of
department meetings is to be devoted to technical rather than
administrative matters. The senior teacher is supposed to be con-
cerned with the technical aspects of their specialization. In theory,
administrative matters should not take much

. . . guidelines state that the major portion of depart-
ment meetings is to be devoted to technical rather
than administrative matters.

meeting time as they should be handled by memos, issued by the
school administration or higher authorities such as the Ministry of
Education. Teachers do not usually have a say in such matters;
they only have to follow directions. No discussion is required.

In response to the ninth item, the overwhelming majority of teach-
ers (75.6% of the male and 85% of the female) reported that their
ideas are usually listened to. Only 2.7% of the male and 11.7% of
the females reported that their suggestions are usually not listened
to. However, 20.6% of male and 2.9% of female teachers reported
that their ideas are listened to only sometimes. It can surely be
argued that people usually feel more committed and apply greater
effort when they feel that their suggestions are taken seriously.

Next, the participants responded that they received positive sup-
port from their senior teachers. Their encouraging responses fol-
low: Arranges peer visits (64% of the male and 78.3% of the fe-
male); facilitates the production of teaching materials (62% of the
male and 72.9% of the female; encourages teachers to work to-
gether in planning lessons or holistic planning (74% of the male
and 97.2% of the female); provides constructive advice (80% of the
male and 70.2% of the female); and encourages you or other col-
leagues to conduct workshops (74% of the male and 86.4% of the
female).

In item 11, respondents were asked to describe their English de-
partment culture as supportive, collaborative, unsupportive or
other. Slightly less than half of the respondents from both groups
described their department culture as both supportive (43.2% and
47%, male and female respectively); and collaborative
(40.5% and 35.2% male and female respectively). However, 16.2%
of the female and 17.6% of the male teachers described their de-
partment culture as unsupportive. Perhaps these opinions stem
from negative personal experiences such as an uncooperative col-
league or a senior teacher biased in favor of a teaching staff mem-
ber.

Then, participants in the study listed aspects found most helpful:
Producing teaching materials; freedom in expressing their con-
cerns; exchanging their views and ideas; working with colleagues
on holistic planning; exchanging experiences with colleagues; and
respecting each other.

In response to item 13, instructors itemized activities that contrib-
ute to student success: creating interesting learning environments;
being honest with students; working with colleagues to overcome
common problems and challenges; producing e-Iessons with col-
leagues; supporting students in developing a liking for English; and
giving students extra activities to enhance proficiency.

Finally, the educators were asked to write ideas on how to improve
the culture of their English departments. They suggested the follow-
ing: reduce teachers' administrative duties; reduce teachers' teach-
ing loads; get more cooperation for all teachers; obtain more aids
and equipment; and create favorable situations in which teachers
work as a team .

Educators can and should continue to advance their professional
expertise, skills and knowledge throughout their careers. Continu-
ing professional development is important not only for their own
sense of progress, but nowadays it may even make the crucial dif-
ference between survival or facing the possibility of being termi-
nated due to unsatisfactory performance.

It can be strongly argued that advancement depends not only on
formal training or external input such as courses, lectures or confer-
ences, but also from collegial* support. Many teachers feel unable
to implement the new ideas gleaned from workshops or confer-
ences in their own teaching situation. As a result, they might feel
frustrated and even develop a cynical view of in-service training and
initiatives. They might begin to avoid continuing professional devel-
opment.

Another issue and one that is quite genuine is that teachers might
refrain from discussing challenges encountered in the
classroom out of fear of losing face. This fear can become an obsta-
cle that prevents teachers from sharing their problems and experi-
ences with their colleagues. It is only by working

collectively on common problems that they can be overcome.



I Note:
*Collegiality vs. Congeniality: A Distinction

Collegiality can be defined as respect for one's colleagues (fellow
teachers) and for their professional endeavors. In this respect, a
distinction should be made between collegiality and congeniality.
Congeniality suggests that people get along socially with their col-
leagues and respect each other. They may have common interests.
This may lead them to plan some social activities on the weekends
and engage in social gatherings.; Such activities strengthen and
enhance social relationships, which is desirable. However, collegi-
ality is concerned with professional activities such as sharing and
cooperating with a group of teachers.

Donne, J. (1624). Meditation XVII. In Ferguson, M., Salter, M.J., and
Stallwrothy, J. (Eds.), The Norton anthology of English literature,
Vol. 1 (5th ed.) (p. 1107). New York City; W.W. Norton & Company.

Guskey, T.R. (2000). Evaluating professional development. Califor-
nia: Crown Press, Inc.

Halsall, R. (1997). School Improvement: An Overview of Key Find-
ings and Messages. In R. Halsall (Ed.). Teacher research and
school improvement: Opening doors from the inside. London: The
Open University Press.

Wallace, M. J. (1998). Action research for language teachers. Cam- i
bridge; Cambridge University Press.

Weaknesses: What makes
your English department
meetings less useful?

Strengths: What makes your
English department meetings
useful?

Threats: What anticipated
problems would make them
less useful?

Opportunities: What can make
the meetings more useful?

This questionnaire is for purely academic purposes. It aims to
study English department cultures in government-run secondary
schools.

I would be very grateful if you could give very frank and honest
answers. The information you provide will be handled confiden-
tially.

Name: (optional)

Gender: male female (Circle the appropriate answer)

Teaching experience: __

No. of years you have been teaching in your current school: __

Qualifications: _

School: _

Please write or circle the appropriate answer.

1. How many English teachers are in your English department,

including yourself?

2. Do you have your own English teachers' room, or do you

share a room with teachers of other sUbjects?

A. A room for only English teachers

B. Share with teachers of other subjects

C. Other situation (please explain) __

3. Do you have an annual working plan (i.e. specific goals to

achieve) for your English department?

A. Yes

B.No

C. Don't know

D. Other

4. Who sets these goals or plans?

A. Senior teacher only

B. School administration

C. The whole English staff

D. others (please specify) __

5. How do you contribute towards achieving these goals?

A. The roles are divided among staff members.

B. Only certain teachers are assigned certain roles.

C. Others (please specify) _

6. How often do you have your department meeting?

A. Weekly

B. Every fortnight

C. Other (please specify) _

7. Who sets the agenda for the meetings?

A. Senior teacher only

B. All teachers contribute to the agenda.

C. Others (please specify) _

8. How do you evaluate the effectiveness of your English depart

ment meetings? Why?

A. Effective because '

B. Not effective because _

C. Other answers because _

9. What do you usually discuss in your department meetings?

A. Administrative matters, e.g. passing instructions, etc.
B. Technical matters related to certain aspects of teach
ing, etc. (Give examples.)

C. Both a & b.

D. Other matters (Please specify.) _



10. Within your department, are your ideas and suggestions lis

tend to?

A. Yes.

B. No.

C. Sometimes.
D. Other (Please specify.) _

11. Concerning professional development, what does your senior

teacher do to support you and other colleagues?

A. Arrange peer visits.
B. Facilitate the use and production of teaching materi-
als.
C. Encourage you to work together in planning your
lessons (i.e. holistic planning), etc.

D. Provide constructive advice.

E. Send you to enrichment programs.
F. Encourage you or other colleagues to conduct work
shops, etc.

G. Other examples. (Please specify.) _

12. What aspects of your English department do you find to be

the most helpful to you as a teacher? Give specific examples
to support your answer. _

13. How do you describe the English department environment?

Support your answer with specific examples.

A. Supportive.

B. Collaborative.

C. Unsupportive.

D. Others. (Please specify). _

14. Do you feel responsible for your students' success or failure?

A. Yes.

B. No.

C. Don't know.

15. What do you usually do to ensure the success of your stu-
dents? _

16. What are your suggestions to further improve the existing

situation of your English department? _

17. Is there anything else you wish to add? _

TEACHING TIP: Invent a New
Animal
ry SharonM. Spencel)UAE Uni~~rsi~'AI
Ain) UnitedArab Emirates . \\ \\

/! \t-t- I
Quick Guide \ t /
Key Words: Composition, descriptive writing \ )

Learner English Level: Beginner to low intermedi~~

Learner Maturity Level: Elementary through adult

Preparation Time: 30 minutes to one (1) hour

Activity Time: 30 to 45 minutes

In any composition class, descriptive writing is a standard as-
signment done at some point in the semester. Typically, stu-
dents are given topics such as describing a favorite place or a
special person.

I have had success using the descriptive topic of inventing a
new animal numerous times with different age groups and in
different educational settings. Students of any age enjoy this
activity because it allows them to use their imagination and
sense of humor. Even students who experience difficulty pro-
ducing written work are motivated by this activity.

1. Gather a variety of pictures of animals. The pictures should
be roughly the same size and in color if possible. National
Geographic is an excellent source for animal pictures.

2. Cut the animal pictures into thirds. For example, a picture
of an elephant should be cut up into equal thirds of head,
body or torso and bottom.

3. Mix and match animal parts to create a new animal with
three different parts. You could create an animal made of
a horse's head, a fish's body or middle, and a rabbit's
bottom.

4. Paste the parts on a piece of paper and give the new ani-
mal a name. One formula is to take a part ofthe name of
each of the three animals:

Horse + fish + rabbit = horfibit
Of course, since it's an invented animal, any name is accept-
able!

Write a set of guidelines that your students use when writing
their description. You may want to include the following criteria:

A) Name of new animal.

B) What region or countries the animal lives in.
C) What environment such as mountain, forest, etc. the ani-

mal lives in.

D) What climate the animal lives in such as cool, tropical, etc.

E) What the animal eats.
F) Special skills or behavior ofthis animal (runs fast, very

friendly, etc.).
G) Special characteristics of this animal (poisonous, skin

changes color, etc.).

H) Predators (What animals, if any, eat this animal?)
I) Other information about this animal, for example is this

animal often a pet?

Prepare three to four sample pictures to show the students.
This gives the students an idea of how the final product
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TEACHING TIP: INVENT A NEW ANIMAL

CONT FROM PAGE 8.

should look; it also motivates
them.

before writing, consider the
variation described below.

animal that doesn't live in wa-
ter.

Students are not going to be
working with the pictures you
prepared. These are simply
samples. They will not have
animal pictures on their pa-
pers. They will simply think of
three animals, imagine a new
animal and then write about
it. If you do want students to
put pictures on their paper

Emphasize to the students
that this is a creative activity;
they can be as inventive and
imaginative as they want. Tell
them that they are not con-
strained by facts. For exam-
ple, they can even make up
the name of the country
where the animal lives, or
they can invent a fish-like

Cut up dozens of animal pic-
tures. The students select body
parts, arrange, paste and write.
Or let students bring in pictures
from magazines. This variation
takes one hour or more.

Sharon Spencer, winner
the Macmillan Teaching
Tip Prize, Autumn,

2006.

Macmillan Publisher
Representative, Sheila
Hutton, rffers theprize if
Learning Teaching, a
teacher resourcebook ry
Jim Scrivener, plus the verb
wheelpack.

In the next contest, a
secondprize,
S traighlforward will also
awarded. Submit your

Teaching Tip toJane
Hoelkerat
Jhoelker@gmail.com.

mailto:Jhoelker@gmail.com.
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